On the different types of information stored in the lexicon
and their neural bases
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Introduction
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Right: Grand average ERPs at
midline electrodes for episodic
(purple), semantic (green) and
neutral (grey) contexts. For Pz:
repeated measures ANOVA
F(1,12)=3.17, p<.05). Negative
voltage is plotted up.
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The representation of ambiguous words in the brain has been traditionally studied in priming
experiments where primes and targets are semantically or associatively related.The activation
and access to multiple senses typically depends on the frequency of the senses, the strength
of the context and the time between the presentation of the prime and the presentation of
the target (stimulus onset asynchrony, SOA). However, Swinney (1979) has shown that when
prime and targets are presented at the same time (SOA = 0 ms), all senses show a priming
effect, irrespective of the context or the frequency. Hare et. al. (2009) have shown that,
besides the semantic effect, there is a facilitation in reaction times for primes and targets that
are related through our 'world knowledge'. We study this priming effect through the
modulation of evoked related potentials (ERPs) in ambiguous words, where one of the senses
refers to 'world knowledge' information. Expanding on the Declarative-Procedural model of
semantic memory (Ullman, 2001), we propose a model organized in a 'semantic' component,
that stores prototypic information, and an 'episodic' component, that stores both the
exceptions to the prototypes and the exceptionally common stimuli.
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Cross Modal Priming - Lexical Decision Task

Context (RSVP: 350 ms)

Prime (ambiguous)

El pasajero colombiano tomó el metro y se bajó dos estaciones más tarde
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Above: Scalp topography of the
N400 effect for the semantic
minus the episodic condition.
Values correspond to the mean
amplitude in the 300 - 500 ms
post-target time window.
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Experimental conditions:

Discussion

(primes and targets remain equal)

‘Episodic’ context :

o

El pasajero colombiano tomó el metro y se bajó dos estaciones más tarde
(The colombian passanger took the subway and got off two stations later)

‘Semantic’ context :

El carpintero colombiano tomó el metro y midió el largo de la madera

(The colombian carpenter took the measuring tape and measured the length of the piece of wood)

From the ERPs in the eventual and semantic conditions, it is possible to infer that these
two types of information are accessed independently. It is generally argued that if words are
stored in a semantic network, activation of the prime should spread to all of its links
irrespective of context (the contextual effects occurring after this activation). If this is so,
the different type of activation of eventual knowledge might point to a different storage
place for the 'world knowledge' part of the lexicon.

o

‘Neutral’ context:

The neutral condition shows a behavior that lies in between semantic and eventual. A
simple interpretation could be that activation of the prime could activate all types of
knowledge, but that the contextually relevant information is more activated. Alternatively, it
could be argued that only in the eventual context the eventual information is activated, and
that the neutral condition is just a reflection of the random access to each sense of the
ambiguous prime.

Él tomó el metro y se sorprendió

(He took the subway/measuring tape and got surprised)

Hypothesis:

Perspectives:
*

o

In order to check which of these two hypothesis better explains our data, we are
collecting local sense frequency data and running a control experiment with an unrelated
condition (so as to assess the absolute priming effect).

o
*

Finally, to discount the direct effect of the context on the target, a context-target
priming experiment is under way.

o

We hypothesize that these controls will show that eventual and semantic knowledge
are stored differently in the brain.
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* Only data from these conditions is presented here.

